ReWriting (Labour) History (2018)

Installation: wall text in gold vinyl film; an 8 hours long video in one take; and the
edited version of “The Wealth of Nations” by Adam Smith (1776) at a podium.

Presented at Work Work Work, Exhibition space Meter, CPh. 25 Aug - 8 Dec 2018

Work Work Work is a exhibition that is self-reflective and takes a look at artists and curators’ own circumstances
as cultural producers. The art industry is known to be infected by expectations of free labor and a general lack of
money. Are these conditions we can change and if so, how?
As cultural producers we are more often than not a part of the new and fast growing social class called the precariat. A class defined by short term employment without protection and with fewer rights both economically, socially
and politically. It is a social class that gathers people from across the traditional class system such as immigrants,
unskilled workers and highly educated people, freelancers and project employed workers.
For the exhibition I presented the installation Rewriting (Labour) History, which takes its point of departure in the
major work “The Wealth of a Nation” (1776) by economist Adam Smith. In this work I focus on the lacking consideration of how unpaid work helps ensure wealth.

Screenshot, video 8 hours one take. Editing “The Wealth of Nations”

Book, “The Wealth of Nations” on pedestal.

Det Usynlige Hjertes Café (2018)
Performance event and pod cast series
By Lise Skou and Andrea Creutz

Presented at Kunsthal Aarhus, August 2018

Shedding light on Hidden Economies is at the core of this project. Through a series of performance events
at The Invisible Heart’s Café and a series of pod casts the project investigates dichotomies such as work/
non-work, paid work/unpaid work, cultivation of self-interest/care for others
Departing in the feminist critique of political economy we counterpose Adam Smith’s famous market economy principle of The Invisible Hand (i.e. the individual who is beneficial to herself also indirectly benefits
the community or the public), with the economist Nancy Folbre’s concept of The Invisible Heart. Folbre’s
concept shows that Care and reproductive work, in the household as well as in the labor market, sustains
the whole body of society. The Invisible Heart is a necessary – yet unrecognized or undervalued – condition
for The Invisible Hand to even exist!

I Am (Also) Adam Smiths’ Mother

- Scenes from this world and the intertwined structures of hidden economies
Text work, 2018
Published in Free Berlin
Commissioned by Brandon LaBelle
Presented at Berlin Art Fair, August 2018

Extract of text. Full text can be downloaded at www.liseskou.com

Who Cooked Adam Smiths Dinner? (2017)

Installation, board meeting table from local bank, clay casts of hands made by employees at the bank.
VK Samtidskunst, Videbæk

Commissioned by VK Samtidskunst for the exhibition: Fontaine, Videbæk, Denmark.

I 1917 flyttede Marcel Duchamp et helt almindeligt pissoir ind i på kunstmuseet og satte dermed kunstbegrebet over styr. Hundredåret for den handling fejres på Vestjyllands Kunstpavillon med værker af fire
samtidskunstnere på udstillingen Fontaine.
Duchamps ikoniske værk Fontaine fra 1917 kom til at afføde begrebet ‘readymade’ om de hverdagsobjekter,
der blev flyttet fra deres oprindelige omgivelser ind i en kunstnerisk ramme og dermed gentænkt på ny.
Kunstopfattelsen blev omvæltet, idet alt i princippet nu kunne sættes ind i en kunstnerisk ramme og kaldes
for kunst. Det er en diskussion, der stadig er aktuel den dag i dag, og på Vestjyllands Kunstpavillon tages
readymade-begrebet op til revision.
Til gruppeudstillingen Fontaine er fire danske billedkunstnere, Kristoffer Akselbo, Luise Sejersen, Lise Skou
og Anders Visti, blevet inviteret til at give deres bud på readymades. Værkerne berører områder lige fra det
økonomiske, politiske og processuelle til det intime.

Detalje fra installationen. Leraftryk af hænder lavet af kunder og ansatte i Vestjysk Bank i Videbæk.

Economic Heritage (2016)

5 screen videoinstallation, scale ratio 1:1

Presented at Bergen Kunsthal, The Imaginary Republic Event with Brandon LaBelle, 2016.
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Historical reference:
Fight with Cudgels by Francisco Goya, 1820-23
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Trade Test Site (since 2015)

Project platform to visualise and debate the diverse economies of contemporary art
through a Public Program of performative activities and workshops; our small publishing company Trade Test Site Imprint and Exchange Library Shop & Café
See more at our website www.tradetestsite.com

Trade Test Site visualise and debate the diverse economies of contemporary art and focuses on cultural initiatives and responses to current economic structures. By exploring collaborative economic models through
presentations, discussions, performances, and workshops, Trade Test Site seeks to raise a discussion about
possible future economic models and forms. Trade Test Site brings a selection of initiatives focused on
critical, creative, and alternative responses to economic issues to Aarhus, Denmark via a comprehensive
public program.
Questions we ask are: How do artists sustain their activities? What kind of economic relations do they establish? How do they gather resources, hack economic systems, redraw boundaries, remodel conventions?
The artist economy is often the elephant in the room, everybody knows it is there but only few seems to notice or pay attention to how it constitutes itself and who gains benefits. In response to this reality Exchange
Library Shop & Café - a membership run lending and exchange business - trade, trace, visualise and share
economic realities.

Trade Test Site Imprint (2016)

Your Money or Your Life - feminist perspectives on economy # 1-4

Edited by Lise Skou and Bonnie Fortune

Kate Rich
The Ecology of Supply

Bonnie Fortune & Lise Skou, eds.

Trade TesT siTe imprinT • 2016

Your Money or Your Life: Feminist Perspectives on Economy • Booklet #2

Your Money or Your Life: Feminist Perspectives on Economy • Booklet #4

Distributed in collaboration with Half Letter Press, Chicago, US.

Kathi Weeks
The Problems with Work

Bonnie Fortune & Lise Skou, eds.

Trade TesT siTe imprinT • 2016

TRADE TEST SITE IMPRINT publishes smaller booklets and series of short essays representing research, ideas, and proposals from scholars and artists on contemporary life lived in the throes of global
capitalism. We wish to present creative opinions and approaches as to how we, as a culture, might come to
inhabit different economic realities.
For the initial publication - Your Money or Your Life –, we are reprinting Katherine Gibson’s contribution
to the exhibition “Trade Show” (2013-2014) curated by Kathrin Böhm and Gavin Wade. “Trade Show”
explored culturally based economic experiments and practices and different approaches to the concept of
trade. Curator Kathrin Böhm contributes the second book with an essay on her project Company, a community-based economic experiment in creating a sustainable drinks industry on the outskirts of London.
Marxist-feminist scholar, Kathi Weeks discusses the precarity of waged labor in the third book in the series,
with her article “The Problems with Work.” Artist, Kate Rich’s text on Feral Trade, her ongoing handdelivered grocery business, which trades goods over social networks, concludes the series.

Hidden Economies - a seminar on economic possibilities (2014)

Two-days seminar, workshops, food happenings, and a paper published in conjunction to the seminar.
Organized by Lise Skou, Bonnie Fortune and Brett Bloom
With the support of Sanne Kofod Olsen
Hosted by The Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Cph.
The paper was Distributed through partner organisations in the Nordic region together with video documentation of the seminar to be screened at the release of the paper in Finland, Norway and Sweden.

“How to smash capitalism at home in your spare time…”¬¬– J.K. Gibson-Graham.
Hidden Economies: A seminar on economic possibility to brought together artists, activists, and scholars
to discuss hidden economies–existing within, next to, beside, and around capitalism. These hidden economies represent the economic difference discussed in Gibson-Graham’s book. If these economies function
and support the participants, then perhaps they offer directions for a way out of our current economic
crisis. We seek to theorize, discuss, represent, and enact new economies from a feminist perspective, i.e.
plural, inclusive, and egalitarian. We look to Gibson-Graham’s argument for an approach to economy and
economic thinking that is discursive and plural, shaped by those participating in its actions, goals, and
results.
Hidden Economies was a two-day seminar with presentations and workshops from artists, activists, and
scholars focused on issues of economy within their work. We are interested in how cultural work may
contribute to shedding light on economic difference and articulating new economic realties.

We All Suffer From Capitalism But Refuse Treatment (2014)
Videowork and Live performance reading

Commissioned by Kunsthal Aarhus for the exhibition: Systemics # 3 (2014), Aarhus, Denmark.
Also performed at Nikolaj Kunsthal, Cph. (2015) and Åbne Scene, Aarhus (2016)

The work emerged out of an original idea to stage Marge Piercy’s novel “Woman on the Edge of Time”
from 1976, juxtaposing it with “Revolt and Crisis – Between a Present Yet to Pass and a Future Still to
Come” (eds. Dimitris Dalakoglou & Antonis Vradis) (2011). Doing so facilitates discussion of potential
future scenarios in a field where fiction and fact intersect. “Woman on the Edge of Time” is regarded as a
classic utopian speculative science fiction novel. It merges a story about time travel with treatments of issues concerning economic inequality, social change, co-operation, social movements, and “repairing” the
world. “Revolt and Crisis” analyses the revolt, contextualising it in relation to the state and city in which
it arose. The book explores the waves of crises that followed in its wake, and offers theories on future possibilities for revolt in light of the economic crisis. The book urges us to radically rethink and redefine our
tactics for resistance in a rapidly changing landscape where crises and potentialities are engaged in a fierce
battle with an uncertain outcome.
This last point is of central significance to this performance video work: poised somewhere between fiction
and fact it depicts the perspectives of revolution in a state of constant interchange between past, present,

and future, accentuating the dialectic links between them. Our existing, present-day society is partly described through our main protagonist – Connie, a psychiatric patient – and her memories of her past; partly
through her experiences of the present; and partly via her journey through time to a future utopian world.
The utopia depicted in this play differs from other classic utopias in one respect: it is incomplete, not yet
finished: the battle still rages. For the future utopian society exists side by side with a dystopian counterpart,
and the two future societies are waging war on each other. In the play, humanity is divided into those in
power and those who are oppressed, the victims – and the latter are in turn divided into two categories: the
‘well-adjusted’, who have adapted them- selves to the system, and the ‘maladjusted’, which represent the
chance for protest against the system and the hope for a better future. It is, however, made very clear that
you must be ready to fight a long, hard struggle to achieve the final realisation of the utopian vision.
For most of the play the main point of view is that of the ‘victim’, the economically and socially disadvantaged, but we are presented with the authorities’ point of view in the form of the official story about Connie.
This gives the play an ironic twist, and – given the fact that the end position is conventionally accorded
special significance – it adds support to a pessimistic reading of the play. For if Connie’s experiences and
actions are simply perceived through the definitions applied by the authorities, and hence by society – i.e.
as manifestations of insanity – there is little hope that they will affect the shape of the future.

Adam Smith’s Mother (2013)

A lecture performance in 3 acts with wall projection, printed hand-outs and masks.
15 minutes

Produced for: Schutzraum - Protective Spaces. At Thealit - Frauen, Kultur, Labor, Bremen (D)

ADAM SMITH’S MOTHER
is a performative lecture focusing on gender and economy. Taking a perspective of feminist critique we
return to the household of Adam Smith, as he is writing the foundational text on the study of contemporary
economics, “The Wealth of Nations”.
Smith’s writing took place in the safe space of his mother’s house – his domestic needs, cooking, cleaning,
etc. were taken care of by her labour. We are interested in returning to this theoretical oversight – the point
where Smith neglected to account for the hidden economy of the household while developing his ideas on
free markets economies that continue to shape today’s economic theories.
We want to look at the hidden economies of the home (a perceived retreat and safe space) as non-capitalist
sites and discuss how focusing on these hidden economies, might shape an understanding of a future beyond capitalism, or at least produce a more nuanced understanding of contemporary economics.

Revenge of the crystals (2012)

A five part fictional play performed and recorded in a garden, installation, plants, chorofat
Video 25 minutes
Shown at It’s The Political Economy Stupid (2013-2015), a travelling video exhibition curated by Gregory Sholette and Oliver Ressler. Shown at:
Gallery 404, Chicago, US. The Centre for Cultural Decontamination, Beograd, Serbia. Pori Art Museum,
Pori. Finland, and more.
Also shown at Extreme Crafts, Freies Museum, Berlin, Germany (2012)

THE REVENGE OF THE CRYSTALS,
is a five-part fictional narrative set in the aftermath of the present financial collapse.
It is a moment in the near future when the failing global monetary system has destroyed almost every institution, and the decay of society has become a habit where a few alternative visions exists.
The short film depicts the aftermath of a revolution in which a slamm collective of people from a fragile
commune in a garden. We see them learning the basic skills of survival and ways of living together. Step
by step they fight to stay alive, attempting to do so without sacrificing their intellect or sense of solidarity.
While focusing on the complexities of organizing a world that now resembles Girgio Agamben's notion of
'bare life' the carefully-scripted piece address underlying issues of politics, philosophy, and aesthetics that
are all too relevant to our present -day circumstances of unrelenting economic crisis authoritarian drift, and
rapidly failing states.

Above: Installation view - Pori Art Museum, Finland, 2013Below: Still from film

Work Around - the politics of everyday life (2009)
A series of 24 drawings, A3, black pen, framed (white frame)

By Nis Rømer & Lise Skou in collaboration with students from the International Academy of Art Palestine:
Omaya Salman, Khaled Jarrar, Moʼayad Amleh, Reema Al Tawil, Awatef Roumiyeh, Dima Hourani, Bisan
abu Easha, Taqu Aldeen, Alsbateen, Jamal Sabri, Ramzi Assad, Ayed Arafa, Abdullah Awad, Somood
Khafash, Osama Nazal, Razan Akremawy, Noor Abed, Asma Ghanim, Sahar Alkateeb
Shown at: The Bucharest Biennale # 10 and at Gallery Goloss, Cph. (solo exhibition)

In collaboration with students of International Academy of Art Palestine we have been looking for and documenting workarounds in the everyday life of people living on the Westbank. Because of the political and geographical
situation life is made difficult in a number of ways. In such a situation you have to use what you have to the fullest
and invent new ways and methods to make your everyday work. A workaround is defined from two sides; from the
external obstacles that needs to be bypassed but also by the creativity from the one who is coming up with alternative
ways. In this way it defines a way of acting that is not a demonstration but rather shows points where acts of everyday
life and international politics intertwine and shape each other.
“Workaround, n. - A workaround is a bypass of a recognized problem in a system. It is typically a temporary fix that
implies that a genuine solution to the problem is needed. Theoretically, workarounds are always replaced by fixes;
in practice, people often find themselves living with workarounds for long periods of time. Typically they will not
respond well to further pressure from a system beyond the original design. Placing pressure on aworkaround may
result in later failures in the system.”

